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RE: Comment on NRC-2018-0026-0001 (scoping for very low-level waste rule) 

Dear Personnel for Very Low-Level Waste Scoping and Ms. Borges: 

I offer the following comments on the attempt by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission to deregulate the majority 'l)f nuclear power reactor decommissioning waste by 
reinventing it as "very low-level waste, " or VLL W. 

A. NRC lacks legal authority to promulgate the VLLW rule 

I submit that the Commission does not have the legal authority to create a new category 
of waste and then implicitly authorize its removal from the NRC's regulatory aegis to allow 
unrestricted disposal in conventional Class C sanitary landfills. 

The Atomic Energy Act authorizes the Commission to license and regulate the 
possession, use, and transfer of source, byproduct, and special nuclear materials regardless of 
their aggregate form. See AEA §§ 53, 62, 63, 81, 161(b), 42 U.S.C. §§ 2073, 2092, 2093, 2111, 
2201 (b ). It defines these materials to include uranium, thorium, plutonium, and "any radioactive 
material ... yielded in or made radioactive by exposure to the radiation incident to the process of 
producing or utilizing special nuclear material." 

And the federal Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act defines the term "low..:level 
radioactive waste" to mean 

... radioactive material that-(A) is not high-level radioactive waste, spent nuclear 
fuel, or byproduct material (as defined in section 2014(e)(2) .of this title); and (B) the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, consistent with existing law and in accordance with 
paragraph (A), classifies as low-level radioactive waste. 

42 U.S.C. § 2021(b)(9). 
If the NRC contends that it is empowered to define "low-level radioactive waste" as 

waste having characteristics that are different from the technical traits of this new ''very low-level 
radioactive waste," there is no explicit or implicit power granted to the NRC by Congress under 
either the AEA or ILRWPA to create a· category called VLLW. And because the waste materials 
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which could be released as VLL W could contain uranium, thorium, plutonium, and "any 
radioactive material ... yielded in or made radioactive by exposure to th~ radiation incident to 
the process of ... utilizing special nuclear material." their disposal must be licensed by the NRC, 
even if there is authority under the AEA for disposal. 

B. Sanitary landfills in many states are presently receiving radioactive fracking waste 

Municipal and sanitary landfills in a numberof states - West Virginia, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, New York, Michigan and North Dakota, to name a few - presently receive 
enormous volumes of oil and gas drilling wastes containing inadequately-quantified levels of 
NORM and TENOR_M. The wastes are generated by hydraulic :fracturing for oil and gas. In most 
instances, there is little to no laboratory analysis of characteristic of the radioisotope constituents 
of fracking waste, which is like to be dumped in both solid and liquid form and move downward 
to leachate collection systems. 

In Tennessee, radioactive waste materials from Canadian power plants are being disposed 
in general purpose landfills. 

The synergistic and/ or cumulative effects of adding poorly-characterized or unidentified 
VLL W to landfills with existing, poorly-understood radiocontaminated waste streams must be 
exhaustively considered in a NEPA inquiry. Some isotopes in fracking waste, such as various 
forms of radium, are susceptible to water solubility. Detailed comprehension of the chemistry 
and physics of the creation of a toxic radioactive stew in landfills is a prerequisite to any decision 
to make even greater radioactive dangers invisible and ubiquitous, in the environment. 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Isl Terry J. Lodge 
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